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	Diagrammatics: Lectures on Selected Problems in Condensed Matter Theory, 9789812566393 (9812566392), World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	The introduction of quantum field theory methods has led to a kind of “revolution” in condensed matter theory. This resulted in the increased importance of Feynman diagrams or diagram technique. It has now become imperative for professionals in condensed matter theory to have a thorough knowledge of this method. There are many good books that cover the general aspects of diagrammatic methods. At the same time, there has been a rising need for books that describe calculations and methodical “know how” of specific problems for beginners in graduate and postgraduate courses. This unique collection of lectures addresses this need. The aim of these lectures is to demonstrate the application of the diagram technique to different problems of condensed matter theory. Some of these problems are not “finally” solved. But the development of results from any section of this book may serve as a starting point for a serious theoretical study.
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Outlook 2013 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The fun and friendly way to manage your busy life with the new Outlook 2013


	As the number one e-mail client and personal information manager, Microsoft Outlook offers a set of uncomplicated features that maximize the management of your e-mail, schedule, and general daily activities, with the least amount of hassle possible....


		

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creating an HTML Web PageAlpha, 1999
Updated from the highly successful first edition, this easy-to-use tutorial takes a light-hearted approach to creating and customizing Web pages-with ease. With the upcoming releases of Netscape and Internet Explorer, this book will be a must for new Web users.CD-ROM includes everything you need to create your own Web page: All HTML examples in...


		

Analog Filters using MATLABSpringer, 2009

	This textbook provides a complete introduction to analog filters for senior undergraduate and graduate students. Coverage includes the synthesis of analog filters and many other filter types including passive filters and filters with distributed elements.
...




	

Big Questions in Ecology and Evolution (Oxford Biology)Oxford University Press, 2009
Why do we age? Why cooperate? Why do so many species engage in sex? Why do the tropics have so many species? When did humans start to affect world climate? 

This book provides an introduction to a range of fundamental questions that have taxed evolutionary biologists and ecologists for decades. Some of the phenomena discussed are, on...

		

The Game Maker's CompanionApress, 2010

	The Game Maker’s Companion is the long-awaited sequel to The Game Maker’s Apprentice. This book picks up where the last book left off, advancing your game development journey with some seriously impressive gaming projects. This time you’ll learn how to make professional-quality platform games with solid...


		

Camptothecins in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2005

	A critical review our current understanding of camptothecins, their shortcomings, and of the possibilities for improving their clinical performance. The authors discuss new camptothecin analog development, drug delivery issues for optimizing their anticancer activity, and their potential use in a variety of different cancers. Additional...
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